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                                        Superior Solutions For Every Application

                                        
                                            We are North America’s biggest and best SMT printing solutions partner, delivering precision stencils and tooling products with industry-leading quality and rapid turnaround times. Our consistent service enables the uptime reliability of our customers.
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                Welcome

                
                    StenTech stands as the leading provider of SMT solutions, offering unparalleled services across more than 20 strategically situated locations serving the USA, Canada & Mexico. With an unwavering commitment to customer satisfaction, StenTech ensures same-day shipping for Stencils, setting a new benchmark in the industry.
                

            

        


        
            
                Stencils


                 Select a product
Stencils
Laser Cut SMT Stencils
Nickel Lasercut Stencils (SNL)
Electroform SMT Stencils
Solder Paste Step Stencils
High Definition Print Stencils (HDP)
Anti-Adhesion AN Stencils
BGA Mini Stencils
SMT Emulsion Screens
VectorGuard® Foils
SMT Inspection Templates
PCB Inspection Templates
SMT Pin Support Inspection
Laser Cut Mylar Inspection
PhotoStencil Specialty


                StenTech provides superior engineered stencil solutions for every application. With years of industry expertise, StenTech has revolutionized the stencil manufacturing process, delivering  quality and performance with unrivaled same day turnaround.


            


        

        

    


    
        
            
                Tooling


                 Select a product
All Tooling & Pallets
Wave Solder Pallets
Circuit Board Press Fit
Surface Mount Carriers
Vacuum Support Fixtures
PCB Wash Baskets
Adjustable Pallet Fixtures
PhotoStencil Specialty


                StenTech stands tall as a leading provider of cutting-edge tooling and wave solder pallet solutions. With an unwavering commitment to innovation and excellence, we are proud to offer a range of superior products that streamline production processes, enhance quality control, and maximize operational efficiency.

            

        

        
            
                Parts


                 Select a product
All Parts
SMT Laser Etched
SMT Chemical Etched


                StenTech is your go-to solution for all your precision parts needs. With our expertise in chemical and laser etching, we offer unlimited possibilities for manufacturing components to your exact specifications  whether you require intricate designs or simple shapes. Trust us to bring your vision to life with unmatched precision and efficiency with affordability and quick turnaround.
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                    Our Company

                    StenTech began in the stencil industry in 1999 and is the largest North American manufacturer of Stencils, Solder Pallets, Tooling and Parts Manufacturing serving the SMT, Semiconductor, and EMS markets. We supply to all Tier 1 Contract Manufacturers and currently service over 1,500 customers. 
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                    StenTech - the largest stencil & pallet manufacturer
                  
                    We’re problem solvers.

                    
                        With over 30 CAD designers on our team, we take immense pride in our ability to think outside the box and find creative solutions for your needs. Our team of experts is dedicated to pushing the boundaries of
                        what is possible in the world of design and engineering. With our extensive experience and cutting-edge technology, we have successfully tackled complex projects across various industries.
                    

                    
                        StenTech offer you the opportunity to take advantage of our design service, which includes a front-end software tool called StenCAD that automatically checks the design for each individual assembly by
                        filtering each D-code of the Gerber file and validating that the AR achieved by the proposed design delivers a successful paste deposit.
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            Area Ratio Calculator

            
                At StenTech, our main goal is to provide you with exceptional tools that will greatly aid in your project. That's why we have developed an efficient area ratio calculator to assist you every step of the way. Additionally, if you have any questions or require expert guidance, please don't hesitate to reach out.
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                    Equipped to deliver superior products.

                    
                        With an experienced design and assembly team, we possess a profound understanding of the surface mount assembly process from start to finish. Our expertise spans from printing to reflow, ensuring flawless results. Utilizing advanced fiber laser cutting systems, we produce highly accurate, top-notch SMT stencils that are recognized worldwide for their precision.
                    

                    

                        We pride ourselves on having the most advanced facilities in the world partnering with companies such as Germany-based LPKF Laser & Electronics to implement state-of-the-art equipment
                        including the new  StencilLaser G6080, a flagship laser system, renowned for its best-in-class technology. StenTech is ITAR registered and ISO 9001:2015 certified.
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                    Our award winning coating technology

                    
                        StenTech's award winning Advanced Nano is an exceptional coating that revolutionizes stencil technology. Unlike traditional stencils, this highly unique coating is
                        applied to the bottom side of the stencil and inside the apertures, leaving the squeegee side uncoated. This advanced coating grants the stencil remarkable
                        anti-adhesion properties, preventing solder flux from sticking to it. Utilizing a specialized 1-2 um hardened nano coating, Stentech's Advanced Nano stencil boasts a permanent hydrophobic layer that repels solder flux.
                    

                    
                        Consequently, this innovative feature facilitates enhanced paste transfer during printing processes, leading to improved efficiency and precision in
                        electronic manufacturing. Most of all it allows SAME DAY DELIVERY of your stencils.
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                    Solder Pallet, Tooling and Parts

                    
                        Solder pallet and tooling manufacturing is a crucial aspect of the electronics industry, ensuring precise and efficient assembly processes.
                        These specialized tools are designed to hold electronic components securely during soldering operations, minimizing errors and enhancing productivity.
                    

                    
                        Additionally, chemical and laser etching precision parts play a vital role in creating intricate designs on various materials such as metal or plastic.
                        This process allows for highly detailed markings or patterns to be etched onto surfaces with utmost accuracy.
                    

                    Both solder pallet and tooling manufacturing, along with chemical and laser etching, are produced with excellence that meet strict industry standards.
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                    StenTech’s Specialized Products Division

                    
                        Photostencil, the specialized products division of StenTech, stands as the unrivaled authority in electroform stencil technology. Our expertise lies in laser-cut and nickel-based stencils, surpassing the realm of ordinary stencils. We possess highly
                        specialized technology that allows us to produce cutting-edge products with precision down to the micron wafer level. No other company in North America can match our ability to deliver this groundbreaking technology.
                    

                    
                        At Photostencil, we pride ourselves on pushing boundaries and setting new standards in the industry. Trust us to provide you with the utmost quality and innovation for all your stencil needs.
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                    Being close by means reliablity.

                    
                        Our localized expertise allows us to understand and cater to the unique needs of each market. Coupled with our commitment to personal service,
                        we strive to provide our customers with an exceptional experience.
                    

                    
                        Thanks to our inter-linked facilities, we have created a network that is both fast and reliable. At StenTech, we believe in being where our customers are – ensuring accessibility and convenience for all.
                    

                    20 locations and growing.
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                Here are some nice things that customers have had to say.

            

        

        
            
                
                
                        
                            
                                
                                    “We have been doing business with StenTech for over 3 years and have never had a complaint. StenTech has always provided a quick and prompt on time delivery. The employees are always
                                    a pleasure to communicate with and their professionalism and quality-first mentality definitely carry over to their product. StenTech's knowledge of stencil technology and applications have helped us with DOE projects
                                    and provided ideas that have improved our processes. Their willingness to work with us and their quality has created a long lasting relationship.”
                                

                            

                            
                                Billy Klinger

                                Circuit Technology Inc.


                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                “A+++ Excellence Service. Best overall service we have had when ordering any of StenTech product line over the past 5 years of dealing with them. Next day delivery on stencils,
                                    this is superior against other stencil houses I have ordered from.”
                                

                            

                            
                                Mark Martin

                                Assistant Engineering Mananger, BEI Electronics


                            

                        

                   
                        
                            
                                
                                    “I would like to express what a great job StenTech in Austin has done for Silicon Hills Design over last few years. All stencils orders have been on time and some times I can get
                                    a stencil the same day. All the guys have performed detailed work and have been able to create paste layers when customers cannot provide them. We also started using StenTech SMT fixtures and we have been pleased
                                    with the quality of the work.”
                                

                            

                            
                                Mark Estorga

                                 Silicon Hills Design, Inc


                            

                        

                  
                        
                            
                                
                                    “StenTech service and customer focus are unparalleled. Very fast turnarounds, even when rushed, and prices that are very competitive. Your ability to solve our cutting plate problems
                                    (CNC milling services) was impressive. Thank you for being so courteous even when we are often very demanding ”
                                

                            

                            
                                R. Doucet

                                Process Engineer, CAE Inc.


                            

                        

                  
                        
                            
                                
                                    “StenTech has a history of quick turnaround and dependable quality. They have always been helpful with diligent and professional service on special requests such as rush orders,
                                    custom stencil framing, reframing, and special designs for glue printing or pin through paste applications. We love doing business with StenTech.”
                                

                            

                            
                                Christian Morining

                                M.Sc.A., President, Optimont Inc.


                            

                        

                   
                        
                            
                                
                                    “I'm happy to tell you that your service thus far has been excellent. The quality of your stencils have helped tighten our processes and your turnaround time has kept our customers
                                    happy. Overall, the experience has exceeded our expectations. Keep up the good work”
                                

                            

                            
                                Tom Ferrin

                                 Techfabrik, Inc.

                            

                        

                   
                

            

        

    



    
        
            
                
                
                

                
            

            
                
                    What’s the buzz.

                    
                        At StenTech, our top priority is providing our customers with an exceptional experience. As the industry leader, we are committed to growth through continuous investment in cutting-edge technology. We constantly upgrade our facilities,
                        systems, and infrastructure to ensure that we stay at the forefront of innovation. Equally important is building a team of the very best professionals who thrive in our invigorating company culture.
                    

                    
                        To stay connected with us and be a part of our exciting journey, we invite you to follow us on social media.
                        You can also find us at various trade shows and events where we showcase our latest advancements.
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                Ops Update

                New New Hampshire Facility

                We are moving the stencil operation from Derry to 1050 Perimeter Rd. in Manchester to make room for more tooling machines in Derry and to give stencils the ability to expand as well. It’s a huge and exciting move allowing us to continue to provide the best service and solutions to our customers.

                
            

        

        

    


    
        
            
                The Inside scoop

                StenTech Acquires PET & UTZ

                
                    StenTech has successfully completed the acquisition of Photo Etch Technology (Photo Etch), a prominent stencil manufacturer.


                    Photo Etch Technology, along with its affiliate Utz Technologies, has built a reputation for manufacturing high-quality SMT stencils, mesh screens, and parts for both OEM and contract manufacturing customers.
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                In the news

                Advanced Nano wins award

                
                    StenTech received an esteemed 2023 Mexico Technology Award in the category of Screen/Stencil Printing Consumables. The award celebrates StenTech's revolutionary
                    Advanced Nano Coating and was presented during the SMTA Guadalajara Expo in Mexico.
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                Technology Update

                State-of-the-Art Laser Mexico

                We are in the process of installing a brand-new, state-of-the-art laser system at our facility in Guadalajara, Mexico. This investment in the latest iteration of the StencilLaser G6080, manufactured by Germany-based LPKF Laser & Electronics, marks a significant milestone for the SMT industry in Mexico and underscores StenTech's commitment to its valued local customer base in Jalisco.
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                        One of our colleagues will get back in touch with you soon! Have a great day!
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